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(1) Operation at each point

Sum, multiple, sideslip, inversion and

differential are operations at each point.

When function J(x) which is the result of

operation performed on approximate func-

tions is used as approximate function, com-

ponents jｈ(x), jｄ(x), j１(x), j２(x), ・・・

are computed by formula(1)～formula(4)

jｈ(x)＝ ρ→０ ε→０ J(x-ρ) (1)lim lim

jｄ(x)＝ ρ→０ ε→０ {J(x+ρ)-J(x-ρ)} (2)lim lim

j１(x)＝ ρ→０ ε→０ J(t)dt (3)lim lim

jｎ(x)＝ ρ→０ ε→０ (t-x)ｎー１J(t)dt (4)lim lim

Hyperfunction which is the result of opera-

tion is defined as formula(5) in which com-

ponents jｈ(x), jｄ(x), j１(x), j２(x), ・・・

are seperated with cmma " , " lined up in

brakets " { }".

j(x)＝{jｈ(x)､jｄ(x)､j１(x)､j２(x)､・・・} (5)

Multiple, sideslip, inversion and differen-

tial are operations performed on 1 hyper-

function f(x). Sum is an operation per-

formed on 2 hyperfunctions f(x) and g(x).

As far as sum, multiple, sideslip, inver-

sion and differential are concerned, opera-

tions can be defined, because all compo-

nents converge.

(2) Sum, multiple, sideslip

Function J(x) calculated by formula(6)

defines sum of hyperfunctions f(x) and g(x).

Function F(x) and G(x) are the approximate

function of hyperfunction f(x) and g(x).
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J(x)＝F(x)+G(x) (6)

With respect to components, formula(7)～

formula(10) holds.

jｈ(x)＝fｈ(x)+gｈ(x) (7)

jｄ(x)＝fｄ(x)+gｄ(x) (8)

j１(x)＝f１(x)+g１(x) (9)

jｎ(x)＝fｎ(x)+gｎ(x) (10)

Function J(x) calculated by formula(11)

using constant c defines muitiple of hy-

perfunction of f(x).

J(x)＝c･F(x) (11)

With respect to components, formula(12)～

formula(15) holds.

jｈ(x)＝c･fｈ(x) (12)

jｄ(x)＝c･fｄ(x) (13)

j１(x)＝c･f１(x) (14)

jｎ(x)＝c･fｎ(x) (15)

Function J(x) calculated by formula(16)

using constant a defines sideslip of hy-

perfunction f(x).

J(x)＝F(x-a) (16)

With respect to components, formula(17)～

formula(20) holds.

jｈ(x)＝fｈ(x-a) (17)

jｄ(x)＝fｄ(x-a) (18)

j１(x)＝f１(x-a) (19)

jｎ(x)＝fｎ(x-a) (20)

As far as sum, multiple and sideslip

are concerned, computing formulas of all

components are the same form as computing

formulas of approximate function.

Function J(x) calculated by formula(21)

defines differnce of hyperfunctions f(x)

and g(x).



J(x)＝F(x)-G(x)＝F(x)+(-1)･G(x) (21)

formula(21) is explained as combination of

multiple of -1 and sum.

(3) Inversion

Function J(x) calculated by formula(22)

defines inversion of hyperfunction f(x).

J(x)＝F(-x) (22)

With respect to components, formula(23)～

formula(26) holds.

jｈ(x)＝fｄ(-x)+fｈ(-x) (23)

jｄ(x)＝-fｄ(-x) (24)

jｎ(x)＝fｎ(-x) (n＝1､3､5､・・・) (25)

jｎ(x)＝-fｎ(-x) (n＝2､4､6､・・・) (26)

Among formula(23)～formula(26) which calcu-

late components, only formula(25) is the

same form as formula(22) which is computing

formula of approximate function.

(4) Differentioal

Function J(x) calculated by formula(27)

defines differntial of hyperfunction f(x).

J(x)＝F'(x) (27)

With respect to components, formula(28)～

formula(32) holds.

jｈ(x)＝ ρ→０ (fｈ)'(x-ρ) (28)lim

jｄ(x)＝ ρ→０ {(fｈ)'(x+ρ)-(fｈ)'(x-ρ)} (29)lim

j１(x)＝fｄ(x) (30)

j２(x)＝-f１(x) (31)

jｎ(x)＝-(n-1)fｎ－１(x) (32)

As far as differntial is conerned, among

formula(28)～formula(32) which calculate

components, no formula is the same form as

formula(27) which is computing formula of

approximate function. Left continuous com-

ponent jｈ(x)、step component jｄ(x) are ex-

pressed using (fｈ)'(x) which is derivative

of left continuous component fｈ(x). First

component j１(x) is coincides with step com-

ponent fｄ(x). As for higher components than

second, n-th component jｎ(x) is coincides

with -(n-1) multiple of (n-1)-th component

fｎ－１(x).

(5) Examples of calculation

From function J(x) expressed by formula

(6), component j１(x) is computed as formula

(33), substituting function J(x) into for-

mula(3), and component j１(x) converges.

j１(x)＝ ρ→０ ε→０ J(t)dtlim lim

＝ ρ→０ ε→０ {F(t)+G(t)}dtlim lim

＝ ρ→０ ε→０ F(t)dt+ ρ→０ ε→０ G(t)dtlim lim lim lim

＝f１(x)+g１(x) (33)

Formula(33) explains that formula(9) holds.

From function J(x) expressed by formula

(22), component jｈ(x) is computed as formu-

la(34), substituting function J(x) into

formula(1), and component j１(x) converges.

jｈ(x)＝ ρ→０ ε→０ J(x-ρ)＝ ρ→０ ε→０ F(-x-ρ)lim lim lim lim

＝ ρ→０ ε→０ F{-(x+ρ)}lim lim

＝ ρ→０ ε→０ [F{-(x+ρ)}-F{-(x-ρ)}+F{-(x-ρ)}]lim lim

＝ ρ→０ ε→０ [F{-(x+ρ)}-F{-(x-ρ)}]lim lim

+ ρ→０ ε→０ F{-(x-ρ)}lim lim

＝fｄ(-x)+fｈ(-x) (34)

Formula(34) explains that formula(23) holds.

With respect to sum, multiple, sideslip,

inversion and differential, components can

be calculated by the similar way as formu-

la(33)、formula(34).
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